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Aims of 
the 

Session

To reflect on what learning 
looks like/feels like in your 
school

To walk away with some tools

To leave with some examples 
of a definition of learning





Whispers

Last month, I went away with my youth club on a residential weekend. We were meant to go orienteering in Kerry but 
went surfing in Donegal instead. There were 16 young people and 4 youth leaders. We had a brilliant laugh, I’d never 
tried surfing before, but I loved it! The water was freezing though!

When we got back, one of the lads created a page on Facebook with photos from the weekend. Some of the photos were 
hilarious. But there is a photo of me that I hate! It was taken just when I woke up one morning and it’s so embarrassing. 
I told him to take it down, but he said it was just a laugh and no one cares what I look like. But I care. Now I don’t 
know what to do.





Why does a school need 
a definition of learning?

What could trigger a 
school to define or re-
look at their definition?

Who should define 
learning? 



“Professor Stephen Heppell has said that the modern era may signify the end of 
education but the beginning of learning. In our rapidly changing world, students will 
need to learn how to learn so that they can adapt to whatever their future may bring. 
Therefore, instead of debating the merits of blended or personalized learning or 
differentiated instruction, every teacher, administrator, student, parent, and community 
member needs to first understand what learning looks like within their school or 
district. Without this shared understanding, none of the other terms carry actionable 
meaning.”

https://www.edutopia.org/article/arriving-definition-learning



Go to menti.com Enter code 

Three words that come to mind when you hear the 
word learning...





Consider these when 
defining learning 

Mission & 
Vision

Who are the 
learners?

The influence 
of curriculum

What 
should/does 
learning look 

like?

Stakeholder Demographic



Walk the Walls
Which definition do you

identify with?
Do you think the definition

was written by: 



What We Did
• Surveyed teachers, students & 

non education
• Workshop (across all school levels 

including some students from US)  
• 4 definitions went up for vote in 

all classes across school
• Final definition decided upon 



OBS Definition of Learning

• “We challenge ourselves every day to ask questions, 
make connections and gain new knowledge and skills. 
We are curious about the world around us and search 
for new experiences as we continue our life-long 
journey of learning.”



How would you 
start the process of 
revising or creating 
a definition of 
learning for your 
school?



Angela Mitra: angela.mitra@edi4-obs.ch

Sam Borek-Coxen: sam.borek@edi4-obs.ch
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